Molecular Epidemiology of Campylobacter coli Strains Isolated from Different Sources in New Zealand between 2005 and 2014
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ABSTRACT
Campylobacteriosis is one of the most important foodborne diseases worldwide and a significant health burden in New Zealand. Campylobacter jejuni is the predominant species worldwide, accounting for approximately 90% of human cases, followed by Campylobacter coli. Most studies in New Zealand have focused on C. jejuni; hence, the impact of C. coli strains on human health is not well understood. The aim of this study was to genotype C. coli isolates collected in the Manawatu region of New Zealand from clinical cases, fresh poultry meat, ruminant feces, and environmental water sources, between 2005 and 2014, to study their population structure and estimate the contribution of each source to the burden of human disease. Campylobacter isolates were identified by PCR and typed by multilocus sequence typing. C. coli accounted for 2.9% (n = 47/1,601) of Campylobacter isolates from human clinical cases, 9.6% (n = 108/1,123) from poultry, 13.4% (n = 49/364) from ruminants, and 6.4% (n = 11/171) from water. Molecular subtyping revealed 27 different sequence types (STs), of which 18 belonged to clonal complex ST-828. ST-1581 was the most prevalent C. coli sequence type isolated from both human cases (n = 12/47) and poultry (n = 44/110). When classified using cladistics, all sequence types belonged to clade 1 except ST-7774, which belonged to clade 2. ST-854, ST-1581 was the most prevalent

IMPORTANT
We performed a molecular epidemiological study of Campylobacter coli infection in New Zealand, one of few such studies globally. This study analyzed the population genetic structure of the bacterium and included a probabilistic source attribution model covering different animal and water sources. The results are discussed in a global context.

The genus Campylobacter currently includes 26 species and 11 subspecies (1). Campylobacter jejuni is the predominant species isolated from cases of campylobacteriosis worldwide, followed by Campylobacter coli (2–4). In 2006, New Zealand had the highest annual campylobacteriosis notification rate in the world, with >380 cases per 100,000 population (5). In 2014, the rate was 150 cases per 100,000 population, and, despite the observed 60% decrease compared to the 2006 rate, campylobacteriosis remained the most commonly notified gastrointestinal infection, accounting for ~45% of all notifications (6). In comparison, campylobacteriosis was the third most important bacterial foodborne disease in the United States (7), with an incidence of laboratory-confirmed cases of 13.5 cases per 100,000 population in 2014 (8). Estimates in the United States indicate that C. coli accounts for ~9% of campylobacteriosis cases (9). Considering an estimated incidence of ~845,000 cases of campylobacteriosis per year (7), the incidence of C. coli infections therefore amounts to ~84,000 cases per year in the United States alone. Most epidemiological studies of campylobacteriosis that applied bacterial identification in New Zealand focused on C. jejuni (10, 11). Consumption of chicken meat is considered the main risk factor for C. jejuni infections in New Zealand and in a number of other countries (10, 12). However, there is little information about the sources and risk factors for C. coli infections. Extrapolating source attribution data from C. jejuni to C. coli is problematic, as different Campylobacter species may have different eco-epidemiological features and infection risk factors may also differ (13). For instance, in a case-control study in the Netherlands (14), the main risk factor for C. jejuni enteritis was consumption of chicken meat, whereas C. coli infections had different risk factors: swimming in open water or sea and consumption of game and tripe. Molecular subtyping by means of multilocus sequence typing (MLST) plays an important role in measuring the contributions of different infection sources to the burden of human disease caused by C. jejuni, and the same MLST scheme can be applied to C. coli (15). MLST was applied to C. coli isolates from humans and several other animal sources and water in studies in Scotland (16), Denmark (17), and Switzerland (12). Sheppard et al. (18, 19) carried out phylogenetic analyses of C. coli from Scotland using concatenated sequences obtained by MLST and showed that C. coli could be divided into three distinct clades. All the C. coli isolates from human clinical cases belonged to clade 1, which was dominated by strains isolated from farm animal sources, whereas clades...
2 and 3 were mainly composed of environmental water strains. Hence, unlike the case-control study in the Netherlands (where environmental water sources appeared to be a major source of C. coli infection), this study indicated a major role of animal sources in the transmission of C. coli to humans in Scotland.

Most cases of human campylobacteriosis in New Zealand are attributable to C. jejuni. However, the relative contribution of C. coli and the source of these infections had not been previously examined. Therefore, the objectives of this study were, first, to assess the relative contribution of C. coli to campylobacteriosis morbidity by identifying to the species level 1,601 Campylobacter clinical isolates collected between 2005 and 2014 from human cases in one New Zealand region and, second, to analyze the genetic relatedness of the clinical C. coli isolates to isolates obtained from poultry meat, farmed ruminants, and environmental water sources in the same study area and time frame using MLST, in order to infer possible transmission pathways of this important pathogen.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Isolates and molecular typing. (i) Collection of human clinical Campylobacter spp. and identification of C. coli. The study used Campylobacter spp. isolated from human feces in the Manawatu Health District of New Zealand between March 2005 and December 2014. The region had a population of ~223,000 and its main city, Palmerston North, had a population of ~80,000 (20, 21). All the human fecal specimens that were submitted to the main medical laboratory (MedLab Central, Palmerston North) during the sampling period and tested positive for Campylobacter spp. by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA; ProSpecT. Remel, USA) were delivered for bacterial culture to the Molecular Epidemiology and Public Health laboratory (“Epilab” of Massey University (MU). The feces were delivered weekly on Amies charcoal transport swabs (Copan, Brescia, Italy). Fecal swabs were first streaked on modified cefoperazone feces were delivered weekly on Amies charcoal transport swabs (Copan, Brescia, Italy). Fecal swabs were first streaked on modified cefoperazone

(ii) Collection of poultry meat samples. Over the same sampling period (2005 to 2014), fresh whole poultry carcasses (chicken and turkey samples) from different poultry suppliers were sampled each month from supermarkets in Palmerston North. Carcasses were washed and massaged in 200 ml of sterile buffered peptone water (BPW) (Difco, USA). The liquid from the wash was centrifuged (16,000 × g and 4°C for 30 min) and the resultant pellet resuspended in 5 ml of BPW. This suspension was added to 90 ml of BB and incubated microaerophilically as described above, after which it was subcultured onto mCCDA and incubated for 2 days. Two colonies resembling Campylobacter spp. on mCCDA were subcultured to separate BA and incubated microaerobically at 42°C for 2 days, and pure cultures were frozen at ~80°C. Identification of C. jejuni and C. coli proceeded as for the human clinical isolates.

(iii) Collection of ruminant and water samples. Water samples were filtered through a sterile 0.45-μm filter (Millipore, USA), and the filter was transferred to 20 ml of BB and incubated at 42°C microaerobically for 2 days; then it was subcultured onto mCCDA and incubated for 2 days. A single colony resembling Campylobacter spp. on mCCDA was subcultured onto BA and incubated microaerobically at 42°C for 2 days. Eleven C. coli isolates from environmental water (recreational waterways and pretreatment drinking water; nine from Manawatu-Tararua area and two [ST-3302 and ST-7774] from the North Island of New Zealand between 2006 and 2014) and 49 C. coli isolates from ruminant feces (nine different farms in the Manawatu-Tararua area between 2006 and 2011) were collected as part of the same long-term monitoring program. These were kept frozen in our laboratory for future reference and were also included in this study.

Isolates from pig meat were not included in the study due to the low prevalence of Campylobacter organisms from this source (more than 650 pig meat samples were previously collected, from which only one C. coli isolate was identified).

C. coli subtyping by MLST. All C. coli isolates were subjected to MLST using seven housekeeping genes based on the method described by Dingle et al. (26). Each amplification reaction was performed in a 20-μl reaction volume containing 2 μl of the DNA preparation, 5 pmol of both forward and reverse amplification primers, and 14 μl of the PCR master mix (200 μl of 10× PCR buffer, 100 μl of dNTP, 60 μl of MgCl₂, 20 μl of Platinum Taq polymerase, and 1,020 μl of H₂O). Sequencing reactions were performed using 2 μl of the PCR product, 3.2 pmol of forward primer, 1 μl of ABI BigDye (Applied Biosystems, USA), 2 μl of 5× Buffer, and H₂O to a total volume of 10 μl. Products were sequenced at the Institute of Environmental Science and Research (ESR, Porirua, New Zealand) on an ABI 3130XL automated DNA sequencer using ABI BigDye v3.1.

Sequence data were collated and submitted for allele and sequence type (ST) designation with their corresponding clonal complex (CC) online using the Campylobacter PubMLST database (http://pubmlst.org/campylobacter/). Isolates yielding novel STs or alleles that did not give clear sequences were reamplified and sequenced using the same protocol. If the sequence products were not readable, they were resequenced with the reverse primer and, if this failed, the locus was reamplified and resequenced. New MLSTs were submitted to the online database.

Data analysis. (i) Assessment of C. coli population structure and differentiation. The relatedness between human, poultry, ruminant, and environmental water C. coli isolates was assessed using multiple methods. Minimum spanning trees were implemented to visualize allelic differences between STs of isolates from the different sources using the pairwise
Hamming distance matrix. The trees were calculated by Prim’s algorithm (27) as implemented in the Bionumerics software (Applied Maths).

A maximum likelihood (ML) method based on the Kimura 2-parameter model was used to infer the evolutionary history (28) using the concatenated DNA sequences composed of 3,309 nucleotide positions across the seven loci. Initial trees for the heuristic search were obtained automatically by applying Neighbor-Join and BioNJ algorithms (29) to a matrix of pairwise distances estimated using the maximum composite likelihood (MCL) approach. Previous phylogenetic work done in Scotland identified 3 C. coli clades of closely related STs associated with different sources (30); we examined the position of our STs in the same clades. Therefore, the ML method was implemented using 36 nucleotide sequences representing the different STs found in this study (n = 27) with the addition of 9 STs taken at random (4 STs from clade 2 [ST-3304, ST-3122, ST-3180, and ST-3182] and 5 STs from clade 3 [ST-2485, ST-2681, ST-3109, ST-3123, and ST-3124]) from two clades described in Scotland and not present in our study. Clade 1 had 10 shared STs with the Scottish study, so no additional STs were sampled from this clade. These analyses were conducted using MEGA software (31).

A different approach to assess genetic relatedness between C. coli utilized permutative multivariate analysis of variance (PERMANOVA) (32, 33). This analysis was implemented using PERMANOVA+, an “add in” to the PRIMER 6 software (34). Finally, the genetic diversity of C. coli from the different sources were compared using Simpson’s and Shannon’s diversity indices and their 95% bootstrap credible intervals (CrIs) (calculated using PAST software, version 2.17c) (35) and rarefaction analysis (performed using the package “vegan” in R, version 3.1.3) (36).

(ii) C. coli source attribution. Although human-to-human spread may be implicated in some outbreaks (37), we assume that human-to-human spread as a cause of sporadic cases is negligible in common with other source attribution studies and therefore do not consider anthropogenic spread (11, 30). The relative contributions of different C. coli sources to the human disease burden were estimated using a number of tests. The similarity between the frequency distribution of human C. coli STs and those of the different sources was estimated using proportional similarity indices (PSI) and their bootstrap CrIs, as previously described (38). The PSI measures the area of intersection between two frequency distributions (39) and ranges between 0 and 1, where 0 indicates no similarity and 1 indicates identical frequency distributions. The PSI is calculated by the equation PSI = 1 − 0.5 \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} p_i - q_i \) min (pi,qi), where pi and qi are the proportions of strains that belong to type i out of all strains typed from sources P and Q (40). Calculations were performed using R, version 3.1.3.

The asymmetric island model was used to probabilistically assign each human isolate to one of the source populations (poultry, ruminants, or environmental water) (41).

RESULTS

Proportion of C. coli in ELISA-positive fecal specimens and ST diversity. A total of 2,009 Campylobacter ELISA-positive human fecal specimens were submitted by the medical laboratory for culture to EpiLab between March 2005 and December 2014, and 1,601 (~80%) were Campylobacter positive by culture. The dominant species was C. jejuni, accounting for 1,552/1,601 (~96%) isolates, followed by C. coli, accounting for 47/1,601 isolates (~2.9%). Two isolates (~0.2%) were not identified as either C. jejuni or C. coli and were not further analyzed. The annual numbers of C. coli isolates were 9 (2005), 6 (2006), 2 (2007), 6 (2008), 0 (2009), 4 (2010), 2 (2011), 6 (2012), 7 (2013), and 5 (2014). A total of 1,123 Campylobacter isolates were isolated from poultry (chicken, n = 1,074; turkey, n = 49, of which 6 were C. coli) meat samples. C. jejuni accounted for 980/1,123 (87.3%) and C. coli for 108/1,123 (9.6%) of the isolates. The Campylobacter species remained unidentified in 29/1,123 (<3%) isolates. The proportion of C. coli was significantly higher in the poultry meat samples than in human feces (chi-square, P < 0.01).

Two hundred fifteen C. coli isolates from all sources were subtyped by MLST (47 from human feces, 49 from ruminant feces [32 sheep feces and 17 cattle feces], 108 from poultry meat, and 11 from environmental water). There were 27 different C. coli STs. Eighteen STs (66%) belonged to the ST-828 CC, which was the predominant CC in our data and accounted for 54% (116/215) of the isolates. The remaining STs could not be classified into any known CC. Three previously unidentified STs (ST-7767, ST-7774, and ST-7776) were detected. ST-7767 and ST-7776 were isolated from poultry and ST-7774 from environmental water. The most prevalent sequence type, ST-1581, which was identified in 60/215 (28%) of the isolates (12 from human feces, 4 from poultry meat, 4 from ruminant feces, and 0 from water), is not currently assigned to any CC. The second most prevalent ST was ST-3072 (25/215 [~11.6%]), and the third most prevalent STs were ST-3222 and ST-2397 (with 21 isolates each). These were not predominant STs in other countries (12, 16, 17, 30).

C. coli population structure and differentiation between sources. The minimum spanning tree visualizing the ST clusters is shown in Fig. 1. Except for the environmental water isolates, the diagram shows no distinctive partition of C. coli STs between the sources, with most of the highly abundant STs represented in at least three sources. The diagram also shows a large cluster of closely related STs. However, four environmental water C. coli STs (ST-7774, ST-3302, ST-3301, and ST-1243) appear dissociated from this cluster, and two of these STs (ST-3301 and ST-3302) are single-locus variants.

Ten out of 27 STs found in this study were previously reported by Sheppard et al. in Scotland (30) and belong to clade 1. Hence, in order to compare the phylogenetic relatedness of C. coli from New Zealand and Scotland, we generated an ML diagram with the addition of 9 Scottish STs belonging to clades 2 and 3 but not found in our study (Fig. 2). Interestingly, 26/27 of the New Zealand STs clustered within the Scottish clade 1, only one ST of an environmental water C. coli clustered in clade 2 (ST-7774), and no STs clustered in clade 3 (Fig. 2). The frequencies of the different STs along with their clade designation are provided in supplemental material (see Table S1).

PERMANOVA was used to formally test for significant population differentiation, comparing mean pairwise Hamming distances of C. coli isolates from different sources. The pseudo-F statistic was 8.92 (P = 0.001), indicating that at least one of the populations differed from the other three. A nonmetric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) plot was used to assess which populations differed (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material). NMDS together with the minimum spanning tree indicated that most C. coli isolates from water sources were differentiated from the strains circulating in the other sources, although this was not obvious from the results of the maximum likelihood phylogenetic analysis.

Source attribution for human infections. The proportional similarity indices (PSI) and their 95% CrIs are reported in Table 1. The PSI between ruminant and human C. coli isolates (PSI = 0.50; 95% CrI = 0.31 to 0.59) was similar to that observed between poultry and human isolates (PSI = 0.46; 95% CrI = 0.30 to 0.56), and the 95% CrI overlapped. However, in relation to human C. coli, the ruminant and poultry PSI were significantly greater than...
PSI obtained with environmental water *C. coli* (PSI = 0.10; 95% CrI = 0 to 0.17).

The asymmetric island model results were consistent with the PSI (Table 1), where ruminants and poultry were identified by both as the main sources for human infection. The model attributed 55% (95% CrI = 31 to 79%) and 38% (95% CrI = 16 to 58%) of the infections to ruminants and poultry sources, respectively, but the 95% CrIs of the estimated contributions of these sources overlapped widely, whereas the environmental water source accounted for only 7% (95% CrI = 0 to 24%) of infections, and the

FIG 1 Minimum spanning tree of *C. coli* STs from 4 different sources. Each node represents an ST; its size is proportional to the frequency of isolation and the colors represent the different source types. The thickness of the connecting lines is proportional to the similarities between STs, with the thickest connector linking single-locus variants. The shaded area represents members of the ST-828 CC.
isolates from poultry (C. coli /H11005) isolated only from ruminants. The diversity indices of human STs were found only in poultry, and one (ST-3232) was isolated from environmental water sources. C. coli STs were the greatest among all the sources (Table 1), with rarefaction curves indicated a greater ST richness of human isolates showed the greatest number of STs (95% CrI overlapped only slightly with that of the ruminant source. As a whole, these results attributed the majority of the infections to ruminant and poultry sources, whereas exposure to environmental water sources appeared to contribute less to the burden of disease.

Simpson’s and Shannon’s indices of diversity are reported in Table 1, and rarefaction curves are shown in Fig. 3. Human C. coli isolates showed the greatest number of STs (n = 14), followed by isolates from poultry (n = 12), ruminants (n = 11), and environmental water (n = 7). Some human STs (ST-854, ST-1590, and ST-4009) were found only in poultry, and one (ST-3232) was isolated only from ruminants. The diversity indices of human C. coli STs were the greatest among all the sources (Table 1), with 95% CrIs overlapping. Consistent with the diversity indices, rarefaction curves indicated a greater ST richness of human C. coli than for the other sources (except the environmental water source, the curve of which overlapped the human curve). When the ruminant, poultry, and environmental water data were combined in one rarefaction curve, this curve did not differ from the human rarefaction curve (data not shown).

**DISCUSSION**

In this paper, we report a molecular source attribution study of C. coli campylobacteriosis in New Zealand, one of few such studies globally. The study analyzed 215 C. coli isolates gathered from 2,009 Campylobacter ELISA-positive human fecal specimens collected between 2005 and 2014. Our study did not include pork meat, as only one C. coli isolate was from this source. Although in some studies, C. coli has been found at a relatively high prevalence in pig feces (42, 43), a low rate of isolation of C. coli from pork meat has also been observed in a study in the greater Washington, DC, area (44). A limitation of this study was an inability to assess variability statistically between years, due to the modest number of C. coli organisms identified each year. However, aggregation of the samples into 3-year intervals did not provide any evidence of temporal changes in dominant STs (data not shown).

C. coli accounted for ~3% of the human isolates, a relatively low proportion compared to the situation in other countries, where C. coli has been identified in 10% of the cases (13, 45–47). In the last 6 years the average annual number of campylobacteriosis cases in New Zealand was ~7,000, or 155 cases per 100,000 population (https://surv.esr.cri.nz/surveillance/surveillance.php). By extrapolation to the whole country without accounting for possible regional differences (48), there would be an average of ~200 C. coli infections per year. Estimation of the true incidence of C. coli infections in the population is hindered by significant underreporting. For example, in New Zealand it has been estimated that for every reported case of acute gastrointestinal illness (from all causes) there could be 222 unreported cases. However, the majority of these cases could be due to viral infections (49). One estimate in the United Kingdom suggested that the number of cases of campylobacteriosis in the population could be 7-fold the number of notifications (50). If we extrapolate the United Kingdom estimate to New Zealand, there could be ~1,400 (200 × 7) C. coli infections per year, equivalent to an incidence rate of ~31 cases per 100,000 population. This rate is high compared with an estimate of 8.5 cases per 100,000 population in the United States, even though the relative contribution of C. coli to the campylobacteriosis burden is approximately three times lower in New Zealand than in the United States (9). This is due to the relatively high incidence rate of campylobacteriosis (due to any species) in New Zealand.

A comparison between C. coli populations cycling in New Zealand and elsewhere revealed a number of key features: STs belonging to CC ST-828 were predominant in our study (54% of the isolates), and interestingly, also predominant in Scotland (94% of the population (https://surv.esr.cri.nz/surveillance/surveillance.php). By extrapolation to the whole country without accounting for possible regional differences (48), there would be an average of ~200 C. coli infections per year. Estimation of the true incidence of C. coli infections in the population is hindered by significant underreporting. For example, in New Zealand it has been estimated that for every reported case of acute gastrointestinal illness (from all causes) there could be 222 unreported cases. However, the majority of these cases could be due to viral infections (49). One estimate in the United Kingdom suggested that the number of cases of campylobacteriosis in the population could be 7-fold the number of notifications (50). If we extrapolate the United Kingdom estimate to New Zealand, there could be ~1,400 (200 × 7) C. coli infections per year, equivalent to an incidence rate of ~31 cases per 100,000 population. This rate is high compared with an estimate of 8.5 cases per 100,000 population in the United States, even though the relative contribution of C. coli to the campylobacteriosis burden is approximately three times lower in New Zealand than in the United States (9). This is due to the relatively high incidence rate of campylobacteriosis (due to any species) in New Zealand.

**TABLE 1** Numerical indices measuring diversities, PSI, and asymmetric island model in C. coli

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Value for index (95% CrI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PSI Asymmetric island model output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humans</td>
<td>NA*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruminants</td>
<td>0.50 (0.31–0.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poultry</td>
<td>0.46 (0.30–0.56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental water</td>
<td>0.10 (0.00–0.17)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*NA, not available.*

FIG 2 Molecular phylogenetic analysis by maximum likelihood method. The 27 STs found in this study and 9 STs from clades 2 and 3 from Sheppard et al. (30) were used. Clade 1 is indicated in red, clade 2 in yellow, and clade 3 in green. C. coli STs in the work of Sheppard et al. (30) are indicated with an asterisk. The tree is drawn to scale, with branch lengths measured in the number of substitutions per site. The scale bar represents a genetic distance of 0.01 (i.e., 1% of the nucleotides differ).
the isolates (45) and Switzerland (71%) (12). Ten out of 27 STs identified in the New Zealand study have also been reported in Scotland. What determines the apparent global distribution and predominance of STs belonging to CC ST-828 is not currently well understood and may require more samples and the application of higher-resolution genotyping using whole-genome sequencing to resolve. Three novel STs (ST-7767, ST-7774, and ST-7776) were identified in our study, but none of these were detected in humans. Rarefaction analysis and diversity indices were in broad agreement and indicated that human clinical isolates had the highest ST diversity (Fig. 3; Table 1). However, when the rarefaction curve for human isolates was compared to that for all other sources combined, the rarefaction curves were very similar, providing evidence that the increased diversity in clinical isolates could be due to multiple sources contributing to C. coli-associated campylobacteriosis.

Most human isolates (32/47) belonged to CC ST-828 (see Table S1 in the supplemental material). However, the most prevalent ST in humans and poultry meat (ST-1581) did not belong to any known CC and appeared sporadically but with regularity in humans in the past 10 years. Another ST that appeared with regularity in humans was ST-3072. The remaining 12 STs found in humans either were detected sporadically in a single year or disappeared and reappeared after several years. For example, ST-3232 was detected in 2005 and disappeared and reappeared in 2010. The predominance of ST-1581 in humans has not been reported elsewhere. ST-1581 was detected in Denmark from a clinical case, but it was not the dominant strain (17). In a study in Switzerland, none of the 616 C. coli isolates collected between 2002 and 2012 from poultry, pigs, and humans belonged to ST-1581. In that study, the dominant human ST was ST-827, which belongs to CC ST-828 but was not detected in our study (12). Another study in England did not detect ST-1581 in the 175 human and water C. coli isolates examined (51).

There were 10 STs shared between our study and a study conducted in Scotland (30). These STs belonged to clade 1 as defined by Sheppard et al. (30), and in the ML tree they clustered with 16 other STs that were not reported in Scotland (Fig. 2). Conversely, a previously unreported ST (ST-7774) isolated from environmental water clustered with Scottish STs belonging to clade 2, and none clustered with the Scottish clade 3. The finding of human and animal C. coli sources harboring STs from clade 1 is consistent with the findings in Scotland. However, in Scotland all the STs found in environmental water sources clustered in clades 2 and 3 rather than clade 1 (30), whereas in our study we did not find any clade 3 STs in environmental water. Further, the C. coli STs isolated from water samples collected in northwest England also belonged to clades 2 and 3 (51). It is possible that increasing the sample size from environmental water sources will result in the identification of clade 2 and clade 3 STs in New Zealand.

In spite of the fact that the ML analysis did not well differentiate the environmental water C. coli from isolates obtained from other sources, the PERMANOVA results indicated a significant differentiation of these isolates from C. coli cycling in humans, poultry, and ruminants. The PSI was calculated to evaluate the similarity between ST frequency distributions and the highest PSI was observed between STs from humans and ruminant sources, but the CrI overlapped widely with the CrI of the PSI between human and poultry C. coli. The asymmetric island model results supported the PSI and indicated that ruminant and poultry sources were the largest contributor to human infections, again with overlapping 95% CrIs (Table 1). In contrast, up to 76% of C. jejuni infections were attributed to poultry sources in New Zealand and ruminants were the second source, accounting for up to 20% of the cases (10). In Scotland, the major source of C. coli campylobacteriosis, based on the asymmetric island model, was poultry (57%), and 41% of cases were attributed to the ruminant source (30).

Although it is possible that a mutation could occur during culture, and this could result in a change in an allele and the ST, such events are likely to occur at very low frequencies due to the low intrinsic rate of mutation in Campylobacter housekeeping

![Rarefaction curves of the human, poultry, ruminant, and environmental water C. coli STs.](http://aem.asm.org/)

**FIG 3** Rarefaction curves of the human, poultry, ruminant, and environmental water C. coli STs. The shaded areas represent the 95% CrI. Note that the poultry and ruminant upper boundary of the 95% CrI does not reach the point estimate of the human curve at maximum sample size. The environmental water curve overlaps the human curve.
genes (52). In fact, only one new ST occurred as a singleton in our study (ST-7776), and the inclusion and exclusion of this isolate in the analyses did not affect the conclusions.

In summary, our results indicate that ~3% of human campylobacteriosis cases in the study area could be attributed to infection with C. coli. This relative contribution of C. coli appears to be smaller than the contribution estimated in other countries. However, calculations suggest that the incidence rate of C. coli infection remained higher than in other countries due to the higher incidence of campylobacteriosis in general. Future studies should assess whether these results can be generalized to the whole country given that specific demographic differences between the Manawatu and other New Zealand regions may affect source attribution studies (48). The population genetic structure of C. coli in the study area is reminiscent of the structure described in the United Kingdom, with the predominance of CC ST-828 and the presence of many shared STs. As in Scotland, our source attribution analysis identified ruminant and poultry as the main infection sources, as well as a smaller contribution from surface water sources. Unlike the situation with C. jejuni, our results suggest that the ruminant sources might have a greater relative contribution to C. coli infection burden than poultry. These results highlight the need to consider each Campylobacter species separately when designing public health interventions.
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